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Abstract
The aim of this study was to determine the effect of Student Teams-Achievement Divisions cooperative learning
with models on academic achievements of undergraduate university students attending classes in which the
electrochemical cells. The sample of research was comprised of 70 students from first class of science teacher
education program during the academic year 2014-2015. The data obtained by the Electrochemistry
Achievement Test (EcAT). The study was carried out in three different groups. The research groups were
randomly assigned as the cooperative learning with models group (CLMG), the cooperative learning group
(CLG), and the control group (CG). The data obtained by the instrument was evaluated through descriptive
statistics, one–way ANOVA, and ANCOVA. The results indicated that teaching electrochemical cells via STAD
with Model method was more effective than the traditional teaching method and only STAD in increasing
academic achievement. In addition, according to the EcAT results, students’ high levels of misunderstanding
show that there are indicative of some deficiencies in teaching of the electrochemical cells in the molecular level.
Keywords: student teams-achievement divisions, using models, electrochemical cells
1. Introduction
There is a relationship between the development level of countries and the advancement of technology. Thus,
teaching science is of great significance. Student-centered education is considered to increase successfulness of
students. In order to contribute to success, there is a need for designing teaching activities which put focus on
learners themselves. It is vital that learners are provided with activities in which they can have their own
experiences so that they can develop skills such as critical thinking, communication, researching and questioning,
problem solving, reasoning, and linking obtained knowledge. The recent prominent active learning approaches
have been widely accepted. Cooperative learning, in this sense, is one of the most commonly used active
learning methods lately (Aydoğdu, 2012). In the 21st century, people need the skills to launch and maintain
cooperative efforts to manage the increasing interdependence among regions, countries, organizations,
communities, and individuals. Schools may be the primary setting in which individuals can learn how to do so,
primarily through participating in cooperative learning activities (D. Johnson & R. Johnson, 2014).
The efforts to realize the cooperative learning applications in physical science education are based on the idea
that the learning is a social activity. Learning and understanding does not realize only by an individual’s taking
place in a social environment. Meaningful learning activities occur via activities that the individual realize
through constant and active interaction in the social environment (Brown & Cole, 2000; Chan, 2014; Erlandson,
Nelson, & Savenye, 2010; Kapur & Kinzer, 2007; Zacharia, Xenofontos, & Manoli, 2011). In other words, the
meaning is configured by sharing the new information through social environment and interaction. Learning
through interaction in social environment requires efforts students to look for the solution of a problem, to
understand learning subjects and to create an outcome as a group of and in coordination. Learning occurs as a
result of cooperative efforts that individual conducts with the peers and individual, which are more talented than
themselves (D. Johnson & R. Johnson, 2014; Moreno, 2009; Zacharia et al., 2011).
In recent years, studies involving cooperative learning, one kind of student-centered approach have emerged as
an internationally important area of social science research among researchers (Slavin, 2011). Cooperative
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learning is the instructional use of small groups so that students work together to maximize their own and each
other’s learning (Johnson & Johnson, 2014). “While researchers generally agree that cooperative learning can
have a positive effect on student achievement, there remains a controversy about why and how various
cooperative learning methods affect achievement and, most importantly, under what conditions cooperative
learning has these effects” (Slavin, 2015). Many studies have been conducted in different settings of education,
using different kinds of cooperative learning techniques. Such techniques are Learning Together (LT), Jigsaw
Grouping, Teams-Games-Tournaments (TGT), Group Investigation (GI), Student Teams Achievement Division
(STAD), and Team Accelerated Instruction (TAI). A series of research studies have found an important
relationship between the higher cognitive and affective outcomes and cooperative learning approaches (Doymus,
Karacop & Simsek, 2010; D. Johnson & R. Johnson, 2005; Okur & Doymus, 2012; Sharan, 2014; Tran & Lewis,
2012a; Tran & Lewis, 2012b; Tran, 2014; Zacharia et al., 2011). When does it make sense to study together with
another person? There is a general answer to this question. “It is when the group task involves a group reward
based on the learning progress of each group member, which means that a team’s success depends on each
individual member’s learning, as in Student Team-Achievement Divisions (STAD)” (Sharan, 2014). In the STAD
heterogeneous groups are created. The students in the group are motivated to learn to help each other to realize
the goals and be successful (Khan & Inamullah, 2011).
STAD has been used in such diverse subject areas as math, language, arts, social studies, and science. The STAD
method has consistently been proved to be among the most simple and effective CL methods in improving
student achievement of well-defined objectives in various subjects (Adesoji & Ibraheem, 2009; Khan &
Inamullah, 2011; Sharan, 2014; Tiantong & Teemuangsai, 2013; Tran, 2014). STAD is a cooperative learning
way in which the students help themselves and also their group friends learn in small heterogeneous groups. This
method is conducted as the students get prepared for end of subject or weekly exams by teaching the course
contents, worksheets, test applications presented by the teacher to each other through the activities they perform
together. In STAD, collective contribution to the success of the group is in the foreground. That’s why; there is a
common goal addiction which covers all the group members’ learning the course content. This enables the
students, who have higher success in achieving this collective goal effort, to support others and be a teacher to
them. As a result of collaborative studies progressing this way, it is enabled to raise sharing and successful
individuals with developed social skills which is the need of modern society (Jalilifar, 2010; Khan & Inamullah,
2011; Sharan, 2014; Slavin, 2014; Tiantong & Teemuangsai, 2013; Tran, 2014).
Concrete models have a key role for teaching science concepts. Science instructors in teaching or directing
students to perform an experiment might not be sufficient to help students understand important concepts at
molecular level. Instructors might consider using visualization tools to help students visualize concepts at the
molecular level and then connect these concepts to the corresponding macroscopic procedure or features
(Adadan, 2014b; Supasorn et al., 2014). Visualization tools such as models stimulate more than one part of brain
by offering an opportunity to learn by doing-living which necessarily results in increased retention of knowledge.
In addition, they pave the way for the targeted success by letting learners make sense of the knowledge (Gilbert,
2005; Russell & Kozma, 2005; Tasker & Dalton, 2006).
Models help learners concentrate better on the topic, since they are interesting. They also facilitate learning
because they appeal to more than one sense by simplifying an event. The social interaction between peers as well
as their teacher may benefit from the integration of models (Adadan, 2014a; Ardac & Akaygun, 2004; Liu, 2006;
MacKinnon, 2003; Mayer, 2003; Merritt et al., 2007; Schwartz & White, 2005). Learning is easier when new
knowledge is associated with what was previously learnt. Models accelerate learning by teaching new
knowledge on the basis of the former knowledge. They also shorten the learning time and facilitate permanent
learning by reinforcing the obtained knowledge (Moreno & Valdez, 2005; Philipp, Johnson, & Yezierski, 2014).
Electrochemistry is a subject of science that the researchers and teachers have considered as both high school
and college students have difficulty in learning it and they have a variety of conceptual misunderstandings about
it. The reason why the electrochemistry is considered so difficult is that these subjects are abstract and there is a
need for knowledge in different disciplines in learning of these subjects. For example, understanding the events
that occur in electrochemical cells and electrolysis is directly related to the knowledge on electricity subjects in
physics, the structure and properties of matter in chemistry and the particulate structure of matter, and
mathematical process knowledge. The studies in the field of science education focus on identifying students’
conceptual misunderstandings on electrochemistry subjects. Also, some studies have been conducted on how to
achieve more effective teaching of these subjects and by which methods and materials. In addition to the studies
of high school and university students, as well as teacher candidates and teachers have been included in the
studies (Doymus et al., 2010; Ekiz, Kutucu, Akkuş, & Boz, 2011; Garnett & Treagust, 1992a, 1992b; Lin et al.,
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2002; Loh, Subramaniam, & Tan, 2014; Ogude & Bradley, 1994, 1996; Osman & Lee, 2014; Özkaya, 2002;
Sanger & Greenbowe, 1997a, 1997b). Ekiz et al. (2011) investigated pre-service chemistry teachers’
understandings and misconceptions regarding the electrolytic cells in electrochemistry. Results revealed that
pre-service chemistry teachers could not distinguish electrolytic cells from galvanic cells. Also, they could not
distinguish the electrodes as anode and cathode in electrolytic cells, so they could not predict the product of the
electrolysis correctly. In this study, it was tried to reveal both the effect of cooperative learning STAD method in
university students’ learning of electrochemistry subjects and the conceptual misunderstanding of the students.
As well as in other subjects of chemistry, also regarding the subject of electrochemical cells, it is important to
understand the chemical events that occur, in macroscopic events, and the microscopic and symbolic level.
Conducted studies showed that although the students know chemistry subjects, the meaningful learning does not
occur because they cannot identify them in three levels (Adadan et al., 2009; Merritt et al., 2007; Philipp et al.,
2014). It has been stated that the students have some misconceptions in electrochemistry subjects that this
situation is mostly due to the lack of these three levels of learnings. In learning of electrochemistry,
macroscopically the students are required to examine the process of electrolyte and non-electrolyte solutions,
electrolysis process and electrochemical cell processes. At the same time, microscopically the students also need
to understand the ions and electrons movements in the electrochemical processes occurred. However,
symbolically the students are required to express the electrochemical processes with mathematical formulas,
equations and processes. The students especially have difficulties in understanding the chemical processes
microscopically (Adadan, 2014b; Doymus et al., 2010; Karacop & Doymus, 2013; Karsli & Çalik, 2012; Lee &
Osman, 2011). The research in science education shows that preservice teachers’ existent misconceptions are
reflected in their teaching career unless they are provided with appropriate learning environment where they can
treat their misconceptions. A number of studies advise encouraging preservice teachers to actively research their
field and participate in learning environment where the aim is to alter the misconceptions that hinder
restructuring of knowledge (Adadan, 2014b; Çalık & Ayas, 2005; Papageorgiou et al., 2013).
The aim of this study was to determine the effect of Student Teams-Achievement Divisions cooperative learning
with models on academic achievements of first year university students attending classes in which the
electrochemical cells. The research questions of the present study are:
1) Does using STAD with model, only STAD and the traditional method in the teaching of electrochemical cells
create a significant difference in the success of students?
2) What is the level of conceptual understanding of the research groups on electrochemical cells?
2. Method
2.1 Research Design
The design used in this study was the pretest-posttest non-equivalent comparison-group design and one control
group and two experimental groups were selected, and each treatment randomly was assigned. “In analyzing the
effects of teaching materials or teaching methods in different schools and classrooms, it is more convenient to
use the quasi-experimental research design. A quasi-experimental design in which participants are not randomly
assigned to the groups, instead, there are naturally occurring groups” (Creswell, 2014).
2.2 Sample
The sample of research was comprised of 70 students from first class of science teacher education program. It
was studied with three groups, two of them were experimental groups and one of them was control group. These
were cooperative learning with models group (CLMG) (N=24) in that Student Team Achievement Division
(STAD) method of cooperative learning and model used together, cooperative learning group (CLG) (N=24) in
that only Student Team Achievement Division (STAD) method of cooperative learning was used and control
group (CG) (N=22) in that traditional teaching was used. In Turkey, students take an exam after completing
upper secondary education to enter tertiary education. The samples of this study have been admitted to this
department only after they have successfully passed this exam. But students of science education come to
university from different regions of Turkey.
2.3 Instruments
To verify the effects of teaching methods on the academic achievements of first year university students in the
electrochemical cells, each group of students was given the Electrochemistry Achievement Test (EcAT) at the
beginning and at the end of the study.
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2.3.1 Electtrochemistry Achievement
A
T
Test (EcAT)
EcAT connsisted of 10 questions,
q
8 beeing open-endded and 2 beinng multiple-chhoice, which m
measured stud
dents’
comprehennsion of electrrochemical ceells at molecullar level. The misconceptionns present in the literature were
taken into account in thee preparation oof questions annd the questionns were prepareed so that theyy covered the whole
w
subtopics oof the electrocchemical cells. The reliabilityy coefficient oof the EcAT waas found to bee 0.69. The ansswers
from the E
EcAT were evaaluated under ttwo categories: “(1) scientificc understandinng (SU); answeers including a part
or the whoole scientific opinions related to the quesstion, (2) misuunderstanding (MU); studennt answers tha
at are
different ffrom the accepptable scientiffic answers” ((Abraham et aal., 1992; Doyymus et al., 22010). Giving “10”
points for each questionn in first categgory, EcAT pree and post-test scores were obtained. Thee students’ ansswers
about the m
misunderstanddings were trannscribed. The ppercentages off misunderstanndings were seeparately calcu
ulated
for CLMG
G, CLG, and CG.
C The drawinng samples of statements reggarding misunnderstandings w
were also prov
vided.
The answeers that did nott contain scienntific content ass well as unanswered questioons were not eevaluated.
2.4 Implem
mentation
Before thee experimentation, EcAT wass implementedd in all groups as a pre-test. T
Then, each grooup studied lesssons
considerinng their researcch method. Thhe researcher hhimself taughtt all groups for two-week duuration due to time
constraintss. After two weeks
w
instructiion, posttest w
was administereed to all groupps. The subjeccts ‘electrolysiis vs.
galvanic cell: differences?’, ‘set up and operation off an electrolytic cell’, ‘anodee and cathode hhalf-reactions in an
electrolyticc cell’, and ‘seet up and operaation of a galvanic cell, cell ddiagrams’ werre studied in all groups.
In firstly C
CLG, the studeents divided innto cooperativee groups. Thenn, the teacher eexplained electtrochemical cells to
students aas abstract to students with reference to Student Team
ms Achievemennt Divisions ((STAD) metho
od of
cooperativve learning. In the STAD meethod, topics oof the electrochhemical cells w
were presentedd to the studen
nts in
the form oof a discussionn or lecture meethod. Each grroup was giveen worksheets including expplanation, quesstions
and drawinngs of the evennts that occur in electrochem
mical cells. Aft
fterwards, the sstudents did thhe tasks assigned to
them, disccussing togetheer. Students w
were given suffficient time to do their task. Finally, the sttudents were given
g
the quiz too answer indeppendently. The role of indivvidual student was determinned by how m
much each stud
dent’s
quiz scoree exceeded hiss preset score. Thus, all grooups received a progress scoore based on tthe performance of
each studeent.
In CLMG
G, the students divided into cooperative ggroups. Next, tthe teacher exxplained electrrochemical cellls to
students aas abstract to students with reference to Student Team
ms Achievemennt Divisions ((STAD) metho
od of
cooperativve learning. Thhen, it was giiven an electroochemical cell to cooperativve groups andd it was wante
ed to
design usiing three dimeensional moleecule models aand play douggh. İt was waanted to show
w events have been
occurred aanode and cathhode at particullate level. In F
Figures 1 and 22, it was given a model prepaared by studentts.

Figgure 1. A modeel related to eleectrochemical cells preparedd by students
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Figure 2.
2 A model relaated to workinng electrochem
mical cells preppared by studennts
In the CG,, the teaching of the electrocchemical cells subject was pperformed by trraditional teacching methods. The
teacher deescribed the subjects
s
with activities in tthe form of ddescription, qquestion-answeer and entire class
discussionn by following the course maaterials that he//she prepared previously. Thhe blackboard was used whille the
visual conntents were preesented. Also, problems requuiring mathem
matical processses were solved. The subjectts are
used in thee expression of presented vissual. It also haas solved probllems that requuire mathematiccal operations. The
students liistened what was
w told while the teacher w
was describing the subjects, and they tookk the floor and they
asked the questions to thhe teacher. Annd the teacher rreplied the queestions and alsso when there were conceptss that
they did noot understand the
t teacher proovided additionnal informatioon on these.
2.5 Analyssis of the Data
The identiifying statistics regarding prre and post EccAT scores of the students w
who participateed in the study
y are
calculated. One-way varriance analysis was perform
med in order too compare thee pre ECAT (O
One-way ANO
OVA)
scores of tthe study grouups. The respoonses that the students gave to the questioons involving presentation at
a the
molecular level taken place in the post test werre converted to written exxpressions. Perrcentages of these
expressionns were calculated. One-wayy covariance aanalysis (ANC
COVA) was peerformed in ordder to compare the
post EcAT
T scores of the study groups by taking pre EcAT scores aas the covariatte. In order to reveal the effe
ect of
experimenntal applicationn applied in thhe study, f valuue was calculaated by using eta squared (η
η2) values. Coh
hen’s
classificatiion “(f = 0.1 iss deemed a sm
mall effect size,, f = 0.25 a meedium effect sizze, and f = 0.44 a large effect size)”
was used iin interpretatioon of these valuues (Cohen, 19988).
3. Results
In this section, the findings obtained from the reesearch into tthe effects off the use of tthe Student Teams
Achievem
ment Divisions method along with the moddels, only Student Teams Achhievement Divvisions method
d and
traditional teaching methhods in teachinng electrochem
mical cells are ppresented.
3.1 Findinngs Relating to the First Reseearch Questionn
Descriptivve statistical vaalues related too the pre and post EcAT scores of the studyy groups were shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for pre and post EcAT scores
Variable

Group

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

EcAT pretest

CLMG

24

24.17

15.581

CLG

24

7.92

10.624

CG

22

9.09

11.088

CLMG

24

65.42

23.402

CLG

24

44.17

22.051

CG

22

38.18

20.848

EcAT posttest

Table 1 presents the means of pre and post EcAT scores for each instructional treatment and the control group.
The means of pre and post EcAT for the CLMG is larger than that for each of the other instructional treatment
groups (CLG and CG). It is seen that students’ mean scores for the pre/post-EcAT were not similar between the
experimental and control groups. In order to determine whether there was a significant difference between the
groups before the study according to the scores obtained from the pre-EcAT, one-way ANOVA was performed
and the results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. ANOVA results for pre-EcAT scores
Dependent
Variable
EcAT pretest

Source

Sum of

df

Squares

Mean
Square

Between Groups

3897.587

2

1948.793

Within Groups

10760.985

67

160.612

Total

14658.571

69

F

p

12.134

.001

When ANOVA results in Table 2 are examined, it was seen that there was a significant difference between mean
scores of pre EcAT of the study groups (F(2.67) = 12.134; p <.05). The result of multiple comparison test was
checked in order to determine between which groups there was a significant difference. LSD multiple
comparison test results showed that CLMG’s mean pre EcAT point was significantly different from other study
groups (mean difference = 16,250 and mean difference = 15 076; P < .05 for the CLG and CG, respectively).
However, it was found that there was not a significant difference between the mean pre EcAT scores of other two
study groups (CLG and CG). It was understood from ANOVA results that the knowledge levels of the study
groups on electrochemical cells were different prior to the experimental application.
Since it was found that there was a significant difference between the mean pre EcAT scores of the study groups,
the correlation between these two scores were checked before comparing post EcAT scores. Pearson correlation
analysis showed that there is a weak relation at the level of 0,225 between the pre and post EcAT scores of the
study groups. One-way covariance analysis (ANCOVA) was performed in order to compare the post EcAT
scores of the study groups by taking pre EcAT scores as the covariate. The results of one way ANCOVA were
shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. ANCOVA results for post-EcAT scores
Type III Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

p

Partial Eta
Squared

Corrected Model

9587.463a

3

3195.821

6.411

.001

,226

Intercept

77325.115

1

77325.115

155.122

.001

,702

6.759

1

6.759

.014

.908

,001

Groups

7436.077

2

3718.038

7.459

.001

,184

Error

32899.680

66

498.480

Total

214500.000

70

Corrected Total

42487.143

69

Source

EcAT pretest

(a) R Squared =0.226 (Adjusted R Squared = 0.190).
Analysis results in Table 3 showed that there was a statistically significant difference between mean post ECAT
scores of the study groups (F (2,66) =7.459; p < .05). In addition, the calculated effect size value (f = 0.47) was
interpreted as the effect of the experimental application was high (f > 0.4). The result of the Bonferroni multiple
comparison test was examined in order to determine between which groups there was the significant difference
in the post EcAT mean scores of the study groups. The results of multiple comparison test showed that CLMG’s
corrected mean scores significantly differed from CLG and CG (the mean difference between CLMG, CLG and
CG is 21.657, 27.613 respectively; P < .05). Whereas, it was seen that there was not a difference between post
EcAT corrected scores of the other two study groups (mean difference between CLG and CG is 5.955; p > .05).
3.2 Findings Relating to the Second Research Question
A content analysis was made for the answers, which were given by the students in the research group for the first
and seventh tasks present in the EcAT post-test and remained out of those accepted scientifically correct. In Task
1, the students were asked to show the type and number of ions in solutions, which were present in anode and
cathode sections and salt bridge as a result of oxidation and reduction reactions realized while zinc-copper
electrochemical cell was working, in molecular level. The expressions belonging to the answers of the students
in the research group, which are in the misunderstanding category for the first task in the EcAT, and the
percentages of these misunderstandings are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. The percentages of written expressions belonging to the MU category of Task 1 on EcAT
Written expressions obtained from the incorrect drawings by students

CLMG

CLG

CG

It was shown that Zn ions increased in the anode section. It was shown
that Cu2+ ions decreased in the cathode section. However, it was shown
that there was not any ion pass from salt bridge to anode and cathode
sections in order to ensure load balance while electrochemical cell was
working.

20.8

12.5

40.9

The difference in load balance caused by increase of Zn2+ ions in the
anode section and decrease of Cu2+ ions in the cathode section while
electrochemical cell was working was balanced by SO42- ions in the
electrolyte solution used in the sections instead of ion (K+ and NO3- ) pass
from salt bridge to anode and cathode sections.

-

-

4.5

One Zn2+ ion increase in the anode section was tried to be balanced with
one NO3- ion pass from salt bridge to this section while electrochemical
cell was working. In the same way, one Cu2+ ion decrease in the cathode
section was balanced with one K+ ion pass from salt bridge to this
section.

29.2

45.8

9

2+
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It was shown that Zn2+ ion decreased in the anode section and that Cu2+
ion increased in the cathode section. The difference in load balance
caused by the change in ion numbers in the anode section while
electrochemical cell was working was balanced by SO42- ions in the
electrolyte solution used in the anode and cathode sections.

-

-

4.5

It was shown that Zn2+ ions decreased in the anode section and that Cu2+
ion increased in the cathode section. It was shown that there was not any
ion pass from salt bridge to anode and cathode sections in order to
remove the difference in load balance caused by the change in ion
numbers in the anode section while electrochemical cell was working.

-

16.7

9

One Zn2+ ion decrease occurred in the anode section was balanced by
one K+ ion pass from salt bridge to this section while electrochemical
cell was working. In the same way one Cu2+ ion increase in the cathode
section was tried to be balanced with one NO3- ion pass from salt bridge
to this section.

4.2

-

-

Note. Percentages were calculated on the base of the number of students in each groups numbers given in the
table.
According to Table 4, the students in research groups correctly understood that Zn2+ ions increased in the anode
section and Cu2+ ions decreased in the cathode section. It was seen that only some (4-17%) of the students in the
research group gave answers showing that Zn2+ ions decreased in the anode section and Cu2+ ions increased in
the cathode section while the zinc-copper electrochemical cell was working. However, the students in all of these
groups gave answers showing that there was not any ion pass (9-41%) from salt bridge to anode and cathode
sections in order to ensure load balance while electrochemical cell was working. It was also seen that the
students in all groups gave answers (9-46%) showing that the load balance was achieved in the case of one Zn2+
ion increase in the anode section by one NO3- ion pass from salt by one K+ ion pass from salt bridge to this
section. Only 4.2% of students in CLMG gave answers showing that the load balance was achieved in the case of
one Zn2+ ion decrease by one K+ ion pass, and in case of one Cu2+ ion increase by one NO3- ion pass, whereas
some part of the students in CG (4.5%) gave answers showing that the load balance is achieved by SO42- ions in
the electrolyte solution used in the anode and cathode sections. Some incorrect drawings by Students are given in
Figure 3.
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The Incorrrect Drawingss by Students

Figure 3. Som
me students’ drrawings in the misunderstandding category of Task 1 of thhe EcAT
In Task 7, Zn electrode used
u
in the anoode section andd Cu electrodee used in the caathode sectionn of the zinc-co
opper
electrochemical cell wass marked as thhree parts (I: U
Upper, II: Midddle and III: L
Lower). The firrst part was pllaced
outside off the solution and
a the secondd and third partt were placed iinside the soluution. The studdents were ask
ked to
show the cchanges in mollecular level w
which occurredd in electrodes as a result of ooxidation and reduction reac
ctions
realized inn the anode annd cathode seections. The exxpressions bellonging to thee answers of tthe students in
n the
research ggroup, which are
a in the misuunderstanding category for tthe task 7 in thhe EcAT, and the percentages of
these misuunderstandingss are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Thhe percentagess of written exxpressions beloonging to the M
MU category of Task 7 on EccAT
CLMG

CLG

CG
G

Matter-ccollecting occuurs both in thee parts of Coppper electrode remaining
both insiide and outsidee the solution aas III (Lower)>
>II (Middle)> I (Upper).

-

-

4.5

Matter-ddeficit occurs in
i the parts of Copper electrode remainingg inside the
solution respectively as
a III (Lower)>
>II (Middle), nnot any changee occurs in
the part rremaining outsside the solutioon.

-

-

9

Matter-ddeficit occurs in
i the parts of Copper electrode remainingg inside the
solution respectively as
a III (Lower)>
>II (Middle), w
whereas matterr-collecting
occurs inn the part remaaining outside the solution.

-

-

13.6

Equal am
mount of mattter-deficit occcurs in the paarts of Copperr electrode
remaininng inside the solution, not anny change occuurs in the partt remaining
outside tthe solution.

8.3

29.2

9

Written eexpressions obbtained from thhe incorrect drrawings by studdents
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Matter-collecting occurs in the parts of Copper electrode remaining inside
the solution respectively as III (Lower)>II (Middle), whereas
matter-deficit occurs in the part remaining outside the solution.

-

-

4.5

Matter-collecting occurs both in the parts of Copper electrode remaining
both inside and outside the solution as I (Upper)>III (Lower)> II (Middle).

-

-

4.5

Matter-deficit occurs in lower III (Lower) part of Copper electrode
remaining inside the solution, not any change occurs in the other two parts.

-

-

13.6

Matter-collecting occurs in lower III (Lower) part of Copper electrode
remaining inside the solution, not any change occurs in the other two parts.

-

-

4.5

Cu+2 ions accumulate in the parts of Copper electrode remaining inside the
solution.

4.2

-

4.5

Matter-deficit occurs both in the parts of Zinc electrode remaining both
inside and outside the solution as III (Lower)>II (Middle)> I (Upper).

-

-

4.5

Equal amount of matter-collecting occurs in the parts of Zinc electrode
remaining inside the solution, not any change occurs in the part remaining
outside the solution.

8.3

29.2

9

Matter-collecting occurs in the parts of Zinc electrode remaining inside the
solution respectively as III (Lower)>II (Middle), whereas matter-deficit
occurs in the part remaining outside the solution.

-

-

18

Matter-collecting occurs in lower III (Lower) part of Zinc electrode
remaining inside the solution, not any change occurs in the other two parts.

-

-

13.6

Matter-deficit occurs in lower III (Lower) part of Zinc electrode remaining
inside the solution, not any change occurs in the other two parts.

-

-

4.5

Zn+2 ions accumulate in the parts of Zinc electrode remaining inside the
solution.

4.2

-

18

When Table 5 is examined, it is seen that only the students in CG (27%) gave answers showing that there is
matter-collecting or matter-deficit in the first part of Cu electrode remaining outside the solution, marked as
three parts (I: Upper, II: Middle and III: Lower ) used in cathode section of zinc-copper electrochemical cell. In
naddition, these answers also showed that there are different amounts of matter-collecting (CG: 9%) or
matter-deficit (CG: 31.6%; CLG: 29.2%; CLMG: 8.3%) in the rest parts ( II: Middle and III: Lower) of Cu
electrode remaining inside the solution, were given. However, it was detected that there are also answers
showing that there is matter-collecting (CG: 4.5%) or matter-deficit (CG: 13,6%)in lower part (III: Lower) of Cu
electrode remaining only in the lowermost part of the solution. The students answers in research groups showed
that there are in different amount of matter-collecting or matter-deficit in parts of Cu electrode remaining inside
of the solution. Morover their answers showed that there was not any change (CG: 27%; CLG: 29.2%; CLMG:
8.3%) in part of Cu electrode remaining outside of the solution.
In Table 5, the answers show that there is matter-deficit in the first part, which remained in the outside of the
solution of Zn electrode used in the anode compartment of zinc-copper electrochemical cell and marked as three
parts (I Upper, II: Middle and III: Lower), (CG: 22.5%) are shown. It was also seen that there are different
amounts of matter-collecting (CG: 18%) or matter-deficit (CG: 4.5%) in parts of Zn electrode remaining inside
the solution (II: Middle and III: Lower).However, there are also answers showing that there is matter-collecting
(CG: 13.6%) or matter-deficit (CG: 4.5%) in parts of Zn electrode remaining only in the lowermost part (III:
Lower) of the solution. The answers of students in research groups demonstrating that there is both equal
amounts of matter-collecting (CG: 9%; CLG: 29.2%; CLMG: 8.3%) and in different amount of matter-collecting
or matter-deficit in parts of Zn electrode include also that there is not any change (CG: 27%; CLG: 29.2%;
CLMG: 8.3%) in parts of Zn electrode remaining outside of the solution. Some incorrect drawings by Students
are given in Figure 4.
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Task 7

The Incorrect Drawings by Students

Figure 4. Som
me students’ drrawings in the misunderstandding category of Task 7 of thhe EcAT
4. Conclussion and Disccussion
The aim of this study waas “to determinne students’ levvel of learningg by applying tthree different teaching meth
hods”
in the teacching of the electrochemica
e
al cells. Both cognitive leaarning and connstructivist leaarning theory have
brought too the forefront and the idea thhat new inform
mation is constrructed over priior knowledgee of students (K
Kwan
& Wong, 22015). Startingg from this point of view, prreliminary knoowledge of thee students whoo participated in the
research inn the electrochhemical cells w
were determinned prior to thee application iin order to disscover the effe
ect of
teaching m
methods used in research annd to be able tto compare thhe research grooups, and it w
was determined
d that
preliminarry knowledge of
o research groups are differrent (Table 2).. These differeences may be due to the factt that
students w
with a background in sciennce. Students come to univversity from ddifferent regioons of Turkey
y and
different sschool types and
a from diffeerences in their academic leearnings in hiigh school levvel related to these
subjects (eelectrochemicaal cells). The eeffect of differeences in pre-teest scores of sttudents in the research group
ps on
the dependdent variables of the researchh were taken uunder control bby taking EcAT
T pre-test scorees as covariates.
Considerinng the findinggs derived frrom statisticall analysis of EcAT post-teest scores of the students who
participateed in the application in the eelectrochemicaal cells; it wass concluded thhat STAD methhod along with the
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models used in the teaching of the electrochemical cells, is more effective in increasing student academic
achievement compared to only STAD method and the traditional method of teaching. Furthermore, it was
concluded that the effect of teaching of the electrochemical cells only by STAD method and the traditional
method of teaching on the academic success of students is approximately equal. It was found that the methods
used in teaching of the electrochemical cells have a high effect (f=0. 47) on academic achievement of students in
electrochemical subjects.
In this research, only the Student Teams Achievement Divisions cooperative learning method was used in a
group, and along with models in another group. The results of research showed that the STAD method used
along with models is more effective for students to understand electrochemical cells. The reason of positive
learning effect resulted from using model in addition to cooperative learning, may be that the models used in
teaching have enabled both representational and referential encoding facilities in accordance with the dual
coding theory. The fact that Models’ being used in teaching in this way is effective in teaching of scientific facts,
states of affairs, concepts and principles were put forward also in researches (Mayer, 2003; Moreno & Valdez,
2005). In this study, support is provided to the students, who have been studying in cooperative learning groups,
by using models for them to understand visual processes (contents) in the electrochemical cells at the molecular
(particulate) level.
The results of this research related to that “supporting the education with models provides higher academic
achievement” are consistent with the results of the research (Adadan, 2014b; Ardac & Akaygun, 2004; Liu, 2006;
MacKinnon, 2003; Merritt et al., 2007; Saari & Viiri, 2003; Schwartz & White, 2005; Snir et al., 2003). The
results of performed researches show that using models in teaching of general chemistry subjects, especially in
teaching of electrochemistry subjects, help to revive events that occur at the micro level in electrochemical cell
and is effective in removing misconceptions (Ealy, 2004; Huddle et al., 2000; Liu, 2006).
The result of the research, "only STAD cooperative learning and traditional teaching method used in teaching
have a similar effect on students’ understanding of the electrochemical cells" is different from the results of the
performed researches. Researches showed that STAD is more effective in increasing students’ achievements,
attitudes, motivation, social skills and self-sufficiency compared to traditional method, and that it strengthens
learning scientific concepts (Bilgin, Aktaş, & Çetin, 2014; Gencosman & Doğru, 2012; İbraheem, 2011;
Novianti, 2013; Tiantong & Teemuangsai, 2013; Ural et al., 2008; Ünlü & Aydıntan, 2011; Wyk, 2012; Zakaria
et al., 2010). However, the result obtained in this research is in consistency with the findings of Khan and
Inamullah (2011) and Topsakal (2010) stating that cooperative learning method does not significantly increase
the achievement compared to traditional teaching method.
From the answers that research groups have given to questions in EcAT requiring visualization at particulate
level, the findings related to the answers except those considered scientifically correct, showed that students in
all groups have some misunderstandings in the electrochemical cells. It was found that students in each of the
three groups have misunderstanding as there is not any ion pass from salt bridge to anode and cathode sections in
order to ensure load balance while electrochemical cell is working. It was seen that some students know that
there will be ion pass from salt bridge to anode and cathode sections while electrochemical cell is working but
they do not understand that it is in order to ensure load balance (MU Category of Task 1 on EcAT).
In Task 7, it was reached to the conclusion that students have misunderstandings as there will be
matter-collecting or matter-deficit in parts of the electrodes (Zn and Cu) marked as three parts (I: Upper, II:
Middle and III: Lower), which are used in the anode and cathode sections of zinc-copper electrochemical cell,
remained out of the solution. Also it was found that students have misunderstandings as there will be a different
amount of matter-collecting or matter-deficit in parts of the electrodes which remain in the solution, as well (MU
Category of Task 7 on EcAT). In this research, it was found that these misunderstandings are in lower levels of
the student groups to which STAD cooperative learning method was applied along with models compared to
other groups. These results supports the conclusion that STAD cooperative learning method along with models
put forth by statistical analysis is more effective in students’ understanding electrochemistry subjects (Table 3).
However, use of models in teaching could not be fully effective in removing misunderstandings of the students,
either. This situation may have resulted from the realization of electrochemical processes at the molecular level
and students have learnt mainly from the conceptual level. Whereas, it was seen that understanding
electrochemical processes of the students in the groups in which only cooperative learning STAD method and
traditional teaching method have been used are in much lower level. The reason for this may be that the students
in these groups conducted their learning subjects from materials that they can get through text based sources and
that they have tried to understand the molecular processes by using materials containing two-dimensional
diagrams and pictures.
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To conclude, in this study, support was provided to students for them to understand electrochemical processes
occurring by using models along with cooperative learning. It was concluded that cooperative learning is
effective in increasing achievement of students along with the models used in this research. Based on these
results, we believe that teachers and researchers can use the method of cooperative learning student team
achievement divisions along with the models in teaching of chemistry subjects containing processes that occur at
the molecular level.
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